Introduction
It is now widely recognised that a volume of dielectric material with an appropriately designed periodic microstructure -a photonic crystal -will support a full three-dimensional photonic band gap (PBG) [I] . Over the frequency range spanned by the PBG, all electromagnetic modes are suppressed within the volume, allowing a single resonance (or photonic state) to be introduced by means of a structural point defect [2] . This unique ability to tamper strongly with the electromagnetic mode density enables the channelling of spontaneous emission into one or a few electromagnetic modes, and is attractive for enhancing the emission rate from light emitting diodes, and in achieving low threshold highly efficient operation in micro-cavity lasers [3] .
Although photonic crystals with full PBG's at optical frequencies seem set to have a revolutionary impact in optoelectronics, they are not yet available, largely because the technological demands on nanofabrication challenge the current limits of the state-of-the-art. As several groups have realised, however, it is less demanding to produce two-dimensional periodic patterns in thin film form (see Figure 1) , and thus -perhaps -to achieve a full PBG in two dimensions [4, 5, 6, 7] . One important potential application of such photonic crystal waveguides is in the suppression of lateral emission in arrays of closely spaced vertical cavity emitting lasers [8] .
The advantages of waveguiding are well known. Tight confinement of optical power over substantial distances, with precisely controlled parameters of propagation, allows the design and routine production of devices such as modulators, couplers, filters, resonators, mirrors, lasers and amplifiers. Using electron-beam lithography, complex waveguide patterns can be directly written on to a substrate, resulting in multi-functional optical chips. The ready accessibility of every point on the chip means that tapping light in and out, perhaps to interconnect with a neighbouring chip, is straightforward. There is, however, a fundamental conflict between the requirements for waveguiding and those for a full PBG in two dimensions. A waveguide operates by trapping light in a 'potential well' of high dielectric constant, strength ~Efllm ' A photonic band gap appears through strongly modulating the dielectric constant so as to create a periodic array of deep wells and high barriers, with dielectric step ~cpc (pc = photonic crystal). If ~cpc « ~cfihn' the waveguiding dominates, being perturbed only weakly by the photonic crystal. Given the high values of ~cpc needed for a full PBG, this regime is not attainable in practice except in metal-clad waveguides, where owing to ohmic losses the optical absorption is unacceptably high. If ~cpc » ~cfllm' the waveguide is a weak perturbation to the photonic crystal, with the result that waveguiding will be lost; although a full two-dimensional PBG may be attained, it will be of very limited usefulness because of strong diffractive spreading out of tlie plane of the thin film. In the regime where ~cpc ~ ~cfllm ' it is unclear whether the waveguide or the photonic crystal will dominate. There is at least a chance that some
